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Abstract-The quality service in the mobile network is achievable via expanding or sharing the existing 
mobile infrastructure. The expandability or share ability of the mobile network is to be determined 
through some valuable measures based on its utilization on cluster basis. Here the cluster denotes a 
specific region of the single base station of mobile network and based on the analysis and the adoptable 
optimal solution density level is to be calculated. The observed results are represented and critically 
evaluated, to achieve effective and quality service to the mobile users via, sharing or expanding the mobile 
infrastructure which includes the future enhancement and the limitations.  

 
I INTRODUCTION 

 
This research is initiated to determine the share ability and expansion of Mobile network infrastructure 

according to the usage of the mobile users in a region. In the current system this decision is considered based on 
the geographical analysis method instead of utilization method. This research work is initiative to adopt the 
policy changes to share the infrastructure in mobile network .The mobile network service providers can expand 
their infrastructure to provide effective services for various mobile service providers in India to provide mobile 
service. Every service provider have invested huge amount to create infrastructures from their earnings. 
Therefore the service cost is more to the mobile users. To reduce the mobile service cost and to provide the 
quality mobile service to the users, the Government of India has initiated infrastructure sharing policy in the 
mobile network. To determine the expandability or creation of infrastructure facilities is based on geographical 
and utilization services. 

  Hypothesis provides the reachable target and its expected impact. The proposed research methodology 
is the guide line to carry over the research and determine the decision making tool for mobile network 
expandability or share ability. 

Infrastructures can be expanded or shared to the efficiency of mobile network services. A tool is required to 
take decision on expansion or creation of new infrastructure integration of geographical location and mobile 
service utilization. 

 
A. Objectives 
The research is initiated with the following objectives.  
a. Find out the number of users utilizing the specified network for their mobile services. 
b. Determine the density level of the users in a selected cluster. 
c. To determine mobile network utilization services and its efficiency for access ability  and share ability 

using clustering and  K- neighborhood concept  
d. Evaluate the density level according to mobile number specification to suggest a decision support tool 

for expandability or share ability. 
 
B. Hypothesis 
 The density determination will provide a tool for decision making on the expandability and share ability of 

the mobile network. The established mobile network infrastructure provides an effective and quality data service 
to the mobile users and will increase the business potentiality. 

 
C. Methodology 
  In this research, the researcher adopts the scientific research methodology which contains the following 

steps: 
a. The problem is described with its integrated factors. 
b. Analysis the existing scientific technology which involves concepts, algorithms and derived solutions. 
c. Design the density determination method using existing available scientific concepts and algorithms. 
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d. Develop the model according to the design. 
e. Observe the results and the critical evaluation for the same. 
f. Specification of its limitation and further enhancement. 
 
D. View of Mobile Network  
India is wide geographical land scale with huge population. The technology growth must be reachable and 

accessible to all the citizens of India. To make sure the mobile service access ability to the users the 
infrastructure facility to be created by the service providers. The service providers are establishing their 
infrastructure individually, to make sure the quality mobile service to the mobile users which includes data 
transmission, high density signal and mobile enabled services etc., the infrastructure expansion or creation 
involved in two factors  

a. Use ability 
b. Access ability 
 
a) Use ability 
 It is a measure how the infrastructure is utilized towards the business. How many users are using or sharing 

the infrastructure will directly create an impact in the business revenue. The numbers of users are determined 
based on the technological availability. The new infrastructure establishment will determine depends on the 
number of users accessing the available infrastructure. The numbers of users are more the infrastructure access 
to be expanded   or shared. If the number of users is less the infrastructure is not utilized at the maximum. To 
overcome such a issues this research is initiated. 

 
b) Accessibility 
 The mobile user’s quality services are measured through the mobile users Access ability of infrastructure. 

Access ability means that establishing high density connection with the mobile service network and the access 
able device. If the high density transformation signal occurs then the quality data transformation is enabled 
otherwise the quality services are uncertainty. The Access ability measures create an impact on quality data 
service. To provide effective access ability the cluster based analysis and K- neighborhood mathematical 
concepts are adopted in this research. It will provide an effective access able environment for the quality data 
service among mobile user and mobile network. 

 
II. NETWORKING ALGORITHMS 

 
 The clustering algorithm and density determination methodology is specified and the mobile operations and its 
conceptual algorithms also represented. To understand the mobile communication system and its functionality 
the call processing methods and the operation pseudo code represented  
The K-Neighborhood algorithm is also represented for the predicative move of the mobile device from one 
cluster to another cluster based on high density signal availability which leads to determine the density of the 
cluster.  

 
A. K-Means Clustering 
K-means (MacQueen, 1967) is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the well 

known clustering problem. The procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through a 
certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed a priori. The main idea is to define k centroids, one for each 
cluster. These centroids shoud be placed in a cunning way because of different location causes different result. 
So, the better choice is to place them as much as possible far away from each other. The next step is to take each 
point belonging to a given data set and associate it to the nearest centroid. When no point is pending, the first 
step is completed and an early groupage is done. At this point we need to re-calculate k new centroids as 
barycenters of the clusters resulting from the previous step. After we have these k new centroids, a new binding 
has to be done between the same data set points and the nearest new centroid. A loop has been generated. As a 
result of this loop we may notice that the k centroids change their location step by step until no more changes 
are done. In other words centroids do not move any more. 

Finally, this algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function, in this case a squared error function. The 
objective function 

, 

where is a chosen distance measure between a data point and the cluster centre , is an 
indicator of the distance of the n data points from their respective cluster centres. 
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The algorithm is composed of the following steps: 

1. Place K points into the space represented by the objects that are 
being clustered. These points represent initial group centroids. 

2. Assign each object to the group that has the closest centroid. 
3. When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the positions of 

the K centroids. 
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. This 

produces a separation of the objects into groups from which the metric to 
be minimized can be calculated.

Although it can be proved that the procedure will always terminate, the k-means algorithm does not 
necessarily find the most optimal configuration, corresponding to the global objective function minimum. The 
algorithm is also significantly sensitive to the initial randomly selected cluster centres. The k-means algorithm 
can be run multiple times to reduce this effect. 

K-means is a simple algorithm that has been adapted to many problem domains. As we are going to see, it is 
a good candidate for extension to work with fuzzy feature vectors.  

 
B. Mobile Operational Algorithms  
 
a) Call Processing Algorithms 
 
The system supports unlimited number of agents groups and service access numbers that allow organization 

of any number of services in one system. Several types of call processing algorithms are implemented. One 
access number can be used to route calls to several agent groups. In this case, usually, all calls to dedicated 
access number are routed to a single virtual preliminary group, after which they can be readdressed to other 
groups (functional sectors) within the same service depend on predefined routing criteria and call conditions. 

 
b) PSTN Incoming Call Processing Algorithm 
After the incoming call is accepted by the system, the Automatic Call Distribution Subsystem processes this 

call according to the following scenarios: If there are agents available in the group, the call is routed directly to 
the workplace of the agent, using call distribution algorithm specified for this service; If there are no agents 
available in the group, the call is queued. 

If an IVR configured for this service, call is transferred to the IVR subsystem. After a dialog with IVR, call 
can be switch immediately to the workplace of an agent (if necessary); if there are no free agents available in the 
group, call is transferred to the queue of agent group. 

The caller can receive some information while waiting (advertisement information about company services as 
well as number in the queue and approximate waiting time).  
Call routing to the desired group is based on the service access number dialed by the caller, on the information 
received from the dialog of the caller with the IVR system (by tone dialing), and/or on the Caller ID. 

 
c) Call processing Algorithm for Telephone Switchboard Mode 
PROTEI Call Center can operate as a telephone switchboard according to ex-USSR countries rules for long 

distance semi-automatic service providing: 
 Order reception for long distance calls for immediate or for delayed execution;  
 Long distance call order execution by an call center agents: manual number dialing, A- and B- 

party switching, speech quality control;  
 Supporting wide range of order parameters: order execution time, call to one of the ordered 

numbers, serial calls to all ordered numbers, call with preliminary notification, calls with limited 
duration etc.;  
 Providing information about the number of called party and about tariffs to the selected 

destination;  
 Main difference between standard agent terminal software and switchboard agent terminal 

software is that switchboard agent has an opportunity simultaneously to serve up to 10 calls, to 
supervise any particular call state and speech path quality check after subscribers A and B are switched 
on. 

If called party is unavailable at the time of order execution, order can be postponed and processed later. When 
receiving and processing orders, the system automatically logs information such as caller ID, request reception 
time, and the ID of the agent who received/serviced the request.  

d) VoIP Call processing AlgorithmVoIP 
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Protei IP Call Center allows access to its services when accessed via Internet using VoIP technology. 
 

e) Callback Features 
Callback mode provides a powerful feature to accept incoming calls or any other call orders (e.g. E-mail) 

without necessity to queue them immediately, with subsequent callback to order originator by a free agent. This 
feature dramatically increases call processing service level and gives a unique possibility not to lose incoming 
call even when all agents are busy and group queue is overflowed. 

There are three algorithms for accessing this feature: requesting a callback from a dialog with IVR, 
requesting a callback from the Web site or automatic callback order placement when group queue overflowed. 

When requesting a callback from the Web site, the client fills out a form specifying the approximate time for 
callback, type of communication, and the contact phone number. This information can also be entered via IVR 
menu. 

The callback order is queued and processed similar to outgoing call. 
 
f) E-mail Requests Processing Algorithm  
A quick response to large number of E-mails increases the overall efficiency of the company business and the 

quality of servicing its clients. 
Access to resources of the contact center via E-mail can be obtained in two methods:  

 Sending a letter to the company’s E-mail address;  
 Filling out a special form on the Web site. 

 
g) Outgoing Call Processing Algorithm  
One of the Protei Call Center features is a built-in predictive dialing subsystem. This subsystem is very useful 

when it is necessary to process large volumes of outbound traffic. List of numbers to be dialed can be generated 
automatically, by call center personnel, or by external information systems depending on the particular 
applications or business cases. 

The system automatically initiates calls from the generated active lists, determines the state of the line (Busy, 
No Answer, Fax, or “Live” Answer). When the subscriber answers, the line is switched to a currently available 
agent (optionally to the IVR).  

 
h) Queuing 
To ensure the best quality of incoming calls servicing, Protei Call Center supports flexible call queuing. 

When there are no available agents in an agent group that should process the call according to call center 
configuration, the call is queued.  

Each group of agents works with its own queue.  
The system continuously monitors the length of each queue. If the length of the queue exceeds a threshold 

established for this group by maintenance personnel, the caller receives an IVR notification and then is 
disconnected. 

 
i) Voice Prompts 
A flexible system of voice prompts provides possibility to use its own prompt set for each queue. In the Protei 

Call Center the following prompts could be defined for agent group:  
 Service Welcome message;  
 Prompt before call queuing;  
 Prompt during call is in the queue;  
 Prompt before call will be distributed to an agent;  
 Agent welcome message;  
 Prompt that will be played when group queue is overflowed;  
 Prompt that will be played when service access is restricted for this subscriber (in case of 

black list is used for particular service). 
Prompts can depend on time of the day and day of the week. Average queue waiting time is calculated in 

Protei Call Center to inform calling subscribers. 
This parameter is calculated on the base of the following parameters:  

 Number of calls in the queue;  
 Average answer handling rate;  
 Waiting time of the earliest call;  
 Number of current agents;  
 Number of available agents. 
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j) Call Routing 
To optimize call processing the Protei Call Center supports flexible routing algorithms. Specific algorithm 

being defined for a particular agent group depends on the analysis of the purposes of a particular contact center. 
Depending on the parameters set by the system administrator, calls can be routed to different agent groups 

and different agents in the group; subscribers can listen to music, information, etc during waiting in the queue. 
The following criteria affect call routing:  

 The number dialed (service access number);  
 Time of day and day of the week;  
 Caller ID;  
 Digits dialed by the caller during the dialog with IVR;  
 Number of agents in the agent group;  
 Number of available agents in the agent group;  
 Number of calls in the queue of the agent group;  
 Number of high priority calls in the queue of the call center (if used);  
 Calculated waiting time in the queue of the agent group. 

Different combinations of these parameters allow to create very flexible call routing algorithms. For example, 
dedicated agents may process calls from VIP subscribers immediately. 

 
k) Calls Distribution Algorithms  
Three main call distribution algorithms are used:  

 Round-robin call distribution (i.e. any available agent handles the call);  
 The “longest available” agent will be chosen for next call (i.e. the agent that will handle the 

call from the queue is chosen depending on the time, during which this agent was free from servicing 
calls, based on the following two parameters: time free from servicing clients and the agent’s 
qualification);  
 Choice of the least busy agent (i.e. the call from the queue is handled by the agent, 

characterized by the least load level. Either the total conversation time or the total number of calls 
handled by the agent can function as the criterion for the choice. This algorithm can be modified to 
include the agent’s qualification as another parameter. 

In addition, calls from several subscribers can be addressed directly to a particular agent. Usually such 
scheme is used for high priority calls from VIP subscribers. 

 
C. Agents Features  
The system supports several agent groups. A group can include one or several agent workplaces. Each agent 

in the system is identified by a unique number (ID) and password. Special software is installed at the agent 
workplace and allows the call center agent to:  

 Register in a desired group at any workplace under their unique ID;  
 Accept incoming calls from PSTN and the Internet (VoIP);  
 Make outgoing calls;  
 Put calls on hold;  
 Consult (second call);  
 Transfer calls to another group/senior operator (supervisor)/external line;  
 Make call recording;  
 Exit the call servicing mode temporarily (console blocking);  
 Force disconnect calls;  
 Get access to the Call Center and CRM databases while processing calls. 

During an incoming call, information about the caller is displayed on the agent’s workplace. 
Flexible API is supported in Call Center agent terminal software for integration with external application (i.e. 
CRM systems). 

G.711 and G.729 audio-codecs are supported in agent terminal software. 
To provide high level of call processing quality a special feature is implemented in the Protei Call Center: Call 
forwarding When Agent Does Not Answer. This feature will forward the call from the console of the agent who 
does not answer it during specified time interval to the same group of agents (for example, this situation could 
happens if the agent leaves his workplace without terminal blocking that system still considers the agent 
available for receiving calls). 

In order to avoid another “no answer” situation, the agent’s workplace is blocked until the agent returns and 
unblocks his workplace. Call Center supervisor also will be notified about this event. 
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D. Call Forwarding 
Call forwarding is an additional feature that could be used to change routing rules for particular agent group 

temporarily. 
The following types of call forwarding are supported in Protei Call Center:  

 Unconditional forwarding to a group/IVR;  
 Forwarding when a group queue overflow;  
 Forwarding if a group is administratively blocked;  
 Forwarding if no agents are available in a group. 

 
E. Call Monitoring and Recording 
To provide an effective tool to control the call service quality and to save necessary voice information for 

further use a powerful call monitoring and call recording subsystem is implemented in Protei Call Center.  
Special features of this subsystem allow the supervisor to perform effective control of the call accepting and 

servicing process. Two control modes are available:  
 Participation in the conversation of the agent with the caller (only listening or listening with 

subsequent call interception);  
 Recording the conversations of the selected operators with subsequent playback from the 

supervisor console. Conversations of up to 100% of the Call Center agents can be recorded 
simultaneously. 

 
o) Statistics and Call Logging 
The efficiency of a Call Center depends on the character of load, number of operators, tasks of the Call 

Center, and many other factors. Only continuous monitoring of the Call Center operation can provide detailed 
information about traffic parameters and Call Centers functioning efficiency. A powerful statistics and call 
logging subsystem implemented in Protei Call Center can ensure optimal distribution of the Call Center 
resources, and allows to provide the best service quality level for Call Center clients.  

The system can form and store a large amount of statistical data and operation logs. It can also generate real-
time reports and chronological long-time reports. 

The system allows very flexible manipulations with accumulated statistical data, built-in report constructor is 
implemented, table and graphical report generation is available. 
 
The following main statistical values are available: 

(1) Number of calls:  
 Incoming;  
 Outgoing;  
 Released from the queue before agent answers;  
 Released from the queue before agent answers with queue waiting time that is more than 

specified threshold;  
 Correctly serviced calls with queue waiting time that is more than specified threshold;  
 Average queue waiting time for successfully services calls;  
 Average queue waiting time for lost calls;  
 Average call duration;  
 Average IVR session duration etc. 

(2) Agent work parameters:  
 Number of call processes during selected time interval;  
 Number of calls transferred to the supervisor or to an agent with higher qualification;  
 Average call duration;  
 Average “after-call-time” duration;  
 Average load of agent (time in percent when this agent processed calls);  
 Short breaks duration etc. 

 
F. Administration and Maintenance 
Protei Call Center software includes WEB based administration tools that allow efficient and comfortable 

configuration management. By using this software tools system Administrator can configure:  
 Access numbers settings;  
 Agent groups settings;  
 System voice prompt list;  
 Voice prompts for each agent groups;  
 Agents terminal parameters;  
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 Agent settings (personal agent settings, list of terminals allowed for this agent, etc.);  
 Call routing algorithms for each agent group;  
 Call distribution algorithms for each agent group;  
 Call queuing settings for each agent group;  
 Call forwarding settings;  
 IVR scenarios;  
 Caller “black lists”;  
 PSTN interface settings. 

 
G. Architecture, Scalability and Reliability 
The solutions used in both the hardware and software design of Protei Call Center comply with the 

requirements for the carrier class real-time systems. 
System has a horizontally scalable architecture that allow system capacity growing according to the operator 

needs. Each type of system modules could be reserved. Several modules of the same type could work in traffic 
sharing mode. 

 
I. Calling Card System 

a)Prepaid Calling Card System 
 
Protei Prepaid Calling Card System is a powerful and flexible carrier class solution that gives a wide range of 

possibilities for prepaid services implementation to a service provider. System is intended for providing access 
to a range of telecommunication services (local, long-distance, and international telephone calls, VoIP Calls, 
dial-up access) by using prepaid calling cards. Any subscriber can get access to such services from any 
telephone with tone dialing. 

Protei Prepaid Calling Card System may be used by:  
 Fixed telecommunications operators for providing telecommunications services on prepaid 

basis and for organization of Points of Presence in a network; 
 Fixed telecommunications operators for modernizing existing payphone networks; 
 VoIP service providers. 

Providing prepaid services solves the problem of debts, and allows for a convenient way of implementing 
additional value added telecommunications services. 
The owner of the phone card gains access to the entire range of services, regardless of where he makes a call 
from: home, workplace, or a street payphone. 

 
b) Accessing services  
When purchasing a card, the subscriber receives a personal identification number (PIN). To access the 

services provided by the card, the subscriber should dial the service access number printed on the card, wait for 
system welcome and after that subscriber should dial a secret number and/or PIN according to IVR prompts and 
– called party number. Payphones working by prepaid calling cards may use a “hotline” service or specially 
programmed keypad. Upon accepting the number entered by the subscriber, the system establishes connection 
and switches the voice channel on. When the called party answers, the system begins billing the subscriber, and 
the balance of his card is updated according to the current fee for the service.  

The number of digits in a PIN and Secret number can vary depend on operator needs and should be set before 
first card series generation. The maximum PIN entering attempts is set by the system Administrator and could 
be changed at any time. 

The card security system provides protection from attempts of unauthorized access. Upon entering the wrong 
PIN, the system plays a special voice message. After several attempts to enter the wrong PIN, the system can 
block an access to the service from this calling party number or to block this card. All failed authorization 
attempts are logged. 

Phone cards may be rechargeable or not, may have an unlimited validity period or a certain expiry date, after 
which they will be blocked. Cards with automatic balance update also supported (for such cards balance can be 
updated regularly or upon reaching a certain threshold). 

 
c) Billing  
Calls are billed in billing units. The “account” of every card contains the actual rest in billing units. The 

system administrator can update the balance of a card manually.  
The system supports several card categories. A list of available destinations and a tariff plan can be assigned to 
each category separately. Tariff plan includes set of tariff zones. Each of tariff zones includes set of destinations 
(called party prefixes). 
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Billing of the Protei Prepaid Calling Card System supports recursive destinations (i.e. 7 and 7095) that allow 
flexible tariff configuration. Thus, separate tariff can be set even for dedicated telephone numbers. 

Inside the category tariff for the call to the selected destination could depend on time of the day, day of the 
week and calling party number. 

The following parameters can be set for each tariff zone:  
 Charging interval;Cost of connection establishment;  
 Cost per minute (could be defined in currency or in units);  
 Set of coefficients and tariff schedule;  
 “Free-of-charge” time;  
 Number of seconds before billing begins. 

The ratio between currency and billing unit is established by the system Administrator and can automatically 
be corrected on the basis of the information from external sources.  
Only successful (answered) calls are billed. Billing begins when the called party answers and ends when one of 
the callers hangs up, or when the number of billing units on the card of the calling party reaches zero. In the 
latter event, the system disconnects the call automatically. 
The statistic subsystem collects the necessary information for the traffic analysis.  

 
d) Additional features  
In addition to making a call after the authorization in the Protei Prepaid Calling Card System, the card owner 

gets access to the system additional features. The subscriber can:  
 To redial last number; 
 To request Information about card balance; 
 To receive information about the maximum duration of call in chosen path; 
 To request directions for card use.  

The system supports RADIUS protocol as an open interface for access to the prepaid card service from 
external applications (i.e. VoIP gateways or dial-up remote access servers). 

 
e) Administration maintenance 

The easy-to-use WEB based application provides the following features to the system Administrator:  
i) call processing scenarios management 
ii) Voice Prompts management  
iii) Card management:  

 Card Series Generation with required parameters (category, card volume, number of card in 
the series, expiry date);  
 Automatic PINs generation, or their loading from preliminary generated files;  
 Blocking/unblocking of card series, cards, or card sets;  
 Updating cards balance;  
 Changing categories for selected sets of cards;  
 Generating card usage reports. 

iv)  Tariff management  
 Setting up parameters of tariff zones;  
 Viewing existing tariff zones and parameters;  
 Creating/deleting/modifying tariff zones;  
 Blocking/unblocking tariff zones;  
 Adding schedules for tariff zones;  
 Adding/removing destinations to/from selected tariff zone. 

v) Destinations management  
 Prefix list management;  
 Viewing existing destinations;  
 Creating/deleting/modifying destinations;  
 Blocking/unblocking selected destinations. 

vi) Statistical information viewing  
 Number of incoming call attempts;  
 Number of successfully entered PIN codes;  
 Number of invalid PIN inputs;  
 Number of outgoing call attempts;  
 Number of successful outgoing calls;  
 Number of successful call attempts to the selected destination;  
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 Total cost and total duration of calls to the selected destination during specified time interval;  
Number of calls disconnected upon card credit reaching zero 
 
 After the analysis of various available clustering algorithms, the hierarchal and k-means algorithms are used 

for density determination process of mobile network The functionalities adopted from the protei systems mobile 
operations who provides the Business Processing support to mobile service provider.  

 
III DENSITY DETERMINATION FACTORS 
 
It describes about the problem to calculate the density level of a mobile network using clustering concept. All 

the technical keywords and its functionalities also represented. The mobile network concept which is related to 
density determination factors such as Home location register, Visitor Location register and its functional 
relationship is specified. 

 
A. Decision Support System 
  This is the tool to determine the share ability and extend ability of mobile network infrastructure based on 

the mobile network utilization in a specific region using cluster based analysis which leads to provide effective 
quality data service from the mobile network service provider to mobile user services. To obtain this support 
system the density level to be observed in a specific cluster over a period of time. The density ratio to be 
calculated according to the observed and collected mobile network utilization data for a particular cluster. 

 
B. Density Determination 
  It is a process to find out mobile infrastructure utilization level of a specific region. The density 

determination involves the registered user and the non-registered user. The users are classified as follows: 
a.  Home User: The user belongs to the same cluster. 
b. Visitor: The user belonging to other clusters but utilizing the specified clustered area. 
c. Registered: The users registered with the service provider and utilizing the same service provider’s 

network. 
d. Non-registered: The users are utilizing service from other than their registered service provider. 
e. Others - Home: They are not the registered users of mobile network but getting the services from the 

specified clusters. 
f. Others – Visitors: They are not the registered users of mobile network but getting the service from the 

clusters other than the specified cluster. 
According to the above classification the users are classified as follows: 
a. Home-user-registered: registered and utilizing the same network. Example: Aircel Chennai registered 

user communicating to the same Aircel Chennai mobile. 
b. Visitor-user: registered and utilizing the same network in different clusters. Example Aircel Chennai 

registered user communicating Aircel network while he is traveling other than Chennai Aircel network. This is 
normally called as roaming. 

c. Home-user-non registered: They are registered with other network and utilizing different network 
services. Example:  An Aircel mobile communicating with non Aircel mobile in Chennai city itself. 

d. Visitor–non registered: They are registered with other network and utilizing networks other than their 
specified cluster. Example:  A Chennai based registered Aircel mobile user communicating to other users 
through service providers other than Aircel. 

e. Home others: They are not receiving any mobile network services but connected with network through 
other communication system from the same cluster. Example: Aircel mobile user communicating to any land 
line in Chennai itself. 

f. Visitor - others: They are not receiving any mobile network services but connected with network 
through other communicating systems from different clusters. Example: Chennai based registered Aircel user 
communicating to any land line other than Chennai. 

g. Non – registered – visitor: Other network registered users accessing the mobile infrastructure while 
visiting the specified cluster. Example: non Chennai based other mobile network users communicating to the 
Aircel mobile network via Aircel network at Chennai. 

h. Non – registered- others: Other mobile network non registered users accessing the mobile network 
infrastructure while visiting the specified cluster. Example: non Chennai based other mobile network users 
communicating to the any mobile network via Aircel network at Chennai. 

In this research work the mobile users are observed based on their call transformation via, base station. 
Whenever the call is routed from the same network or from other network and passed through this network; it is 
encountered as a network utilization system. The initiated call, on going call and passing calls are taken into the 
account for the density determination. For this process various registers are used to determine the originality of 
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the call. The basic concept of mobile network system and various registers and its functionalities are described 
as follows: 

 
C. Mobile Station 
The mobile station (MS) consists of the mobile equipment (the terminal) and a smart card called the 

Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). The SIM provides personal mobility, so that the user can have access to 
subscribed services irrespective of a specific terminal. By inserting the SIM card into another GSM terminal, the 
user is able to receive calls at that terminal, make calls from that terminal, and receive other subscribed services.  

The mobile equipment is uniquely identified by the International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI). The 
SIM card contains the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) used to identify the subscriber to the 
system, a secret key for authentication, and other information. The IMEI and the IMSI are independent, thereby 
allowing personal mobility. The SIM card may be protected against unauthorized use by a password or personal 
identity number.  

 
D.  Base Station Subsystem 
The Base Station Subsystem is composed of two parts, the Base Transceiver Station (BTS) and the Base 

Station Controller (BSC). These communicate across the standardized Abis interface, allowing (as in the rest of 
the system) operation between components made by different suppliers.  

The Base Transceiver Station houses the radio transceivers that define a cell and handles the radio-link 
protocols with the Mobile Station. In a large urban area, there will potentially be a large number of BTSs 
deployed, thus the requirements for a BTS are ruggedness, reliability, portability, and minimum cost.  

The Base Station Controller manages the radio resources for one or more BTSs. It handles radio-channel 
setup, frequency hopping, and handovers, as described below. The BSC is the connection between the mobile 
station and the Mobile service Switching Center (MSC).  

 
E.  Network Subsystem 
The central component of the Network Subsystem is the Mobile services Switching Center (MSC). It acts like 

a normal switching node of the PSTN or ISDN, and additionally provides all the functionality needed to handle 
a mobile subscriber, such as registration, authentication, location updating, handovers, and call routing to a 
roaming subscriber. These services are provided in conjunction with several functional entities, which together 
form the Network Subsystem. The MSC provides the connection to the fixed networks (such as the PSTN or 
ISDN). Signaling between functional entities in the Network Subsystem uses Signaling System Number 7 
(SS7), used for trunk signaling in ISDN and widely used in current public networks.  

The Home Location Register (HLR) and Visitor Location Register (VLR), together with the MSC, provide 
the call-routing and roaming capabilities of GSM. The HLR contains all the administrative information of each 
subscriber registered in the corresponding GSM network, along with the current location of the mobile. The 
location of the mobile is typically in the form of the signaling address of the VLR associated with the mobile 
station. The actual routing procedure will be described later. There is logically one HLR per GSM network, 
although it may be implemented as a distributed database.  

The Visitor Location Register (VLR) contains selected administrative information from the HLR, necessary 
for call control and provision of the subscribed services, for each mobile currently located in the geographical 
area controlled by the VLR. Although each functional entity can be implemented as an independent unit, all 
manufacturers of switching equipment to date implement the VLR together with the MSC, so that the 
geographical area controlled by the MSC corresponds to that controlled by the VLR, thus simplifying the 
signaling required. Note that the MSC contains no information about particular mobile stations --- this 
information is stored in the location registers.  

The other two registers are used for authentication and security purposes. The Equipment Identity Register 
(EIR) is a database that contains a list of all valid mobile equipment on the network, where each mobile station 
is identified by its International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI). An IMEI is marked as invalid if it has been 
reported stolen or is not type approved. The Authentication Center (AuC) is a protected database that stores a 
copy of the secret key stored in each subscriber's SIM card, which is used for authentication and encryption over 
the radio channel.  

 
IV. NUMBERING SYSTEM AND DENSITY DETEMINATION 

 
This mobile number system is represented for the mobile architecture accesability and the mobile device 

Mobile Telephone numbering in India 
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The functionality of density determination of a base station. Have four functional areas such as Data 
Capturing, Representation, Classification and Analysis for density determination. The concept and the 
functional classification and its process are discussed  

The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) has divided India into various cellular zones such that 
within each zone, the call is treated as a local call, while across zones, it becomes a long-distance call. A cellular 
zone (or cellular circle) is normally the entire state, with a few exceptions like Mumbai (which is a different 
zone), Goa (which is a part of the Maharashtra zone) or Uttar Pradesh (which is so big it was divided into 
multiple zones) 

The dialing procedure for calls within a State for these States would also be simplified i.e. dialing of mobile-
to mobile subscribers and fixed-to-mobile subscribers would be without prefixing ‘0’.  

All mobile numbers in India have the prefix 9 (This includes pager services, but the use of pagers is on the 
decline). Each zone is allowed to have multiple private operators (earlier it was 2 private + BSNL, subsequently 
it was changed to 3 private + BSNL in GSM 900/1800, now it also includes 2 private + BSNL in CDMA). All 
cell phone numbers are 10 digits long, (normally) split up as OO-AA-NNNNNN where OO is the operator 
code, AA is the zone code assigned to the operator, and NNNNNN is the subscriber number. 

 
 

 1 Numbering plan  
 2 Mobile Phone Numbers, Operator and Circle
 3 See also  
 4 External links  

 
 

A.)  Numbering plan 
92-xx-y - TATA Indicom Numbers 
93-xx-y - Reliance Mobile Numbers (CDMA) 
94-xx-y - BSNL Mobile Numbers 
97-xx-y - Various operators except Tata, Reliance (CDMA) & BSNL 
98-xx-y - Various operators except Tata, Reliance (CDMA) & BSNL 
99-xx-y - Various operators except Tata, Reliance (CDMA) & BSNL 
 
B) Mobile Phone numbers, Operator and Circle 
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Table 4.1 Mobile Phone numbers, Operator and Circle 
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Table 4.2 Cellular Operator 

 

 

Table 4.3 Telecom Circles 

 
 
identification. The Indian number system and its classification described. 

 
E.  Concepts for density determination 
  The density level is calculated according to mobile users for a particular instance. A instance refers to 

a time factor. At particular instance how many mobile users are accessing their prescribed and assigned 
infrastructure, at the same time how many unassigned users are accessing the same infrastructure. The number 
of  accessible  users are treated as the total number of users in a particular infrastructure. For that particular 
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instance if the total accessor is greater than predefined infrastructure user capacity then the expansion is 
required. To provide the effective service the specified infrastructure can be isolated from other service 
providers. If the total number of  accessor is less in comparison with the predefined infrastructure capacity then 
the specified infrastructure is open for share ability of other service providers user. The accessible user includes 
non-registered, visitor and other data transferring devices using this infrastructure for communication. 

 
Data capturing module 

 
Objective : Capture the specified data from the server and classify into corresponding table for the analysis 
purpose  
Functionality : Data Capturing and classification  
Users: Administrator, Data reviewer  
Input : The dialer id, receiver id, call duration, type , scheme, call cost, status  
Output : Classified data to be updated in the corresponding table using JDBC and SQL processing . 

 
b) Classification of Mobile users 

 
Objective: Determine the mobile user’s utilization   
Functionality: from the classified tables calculate the region, registered, non registered users summary   
Users: Administrator, Data classifier  
Input: The dialer id, receiver id, call duration, type, scheme, call cost, status  
Output: Text based report  

  
c) Density computation  
Objective: Calculate the mobile user’s utilization of particular transmitter    
Functionality: from the classified tables analysis the periodical call flow, utilization time of the transmitter by 
the registered users, non – registered users and their summary in graphical and non graphical format  
Input: transaction id, Time start, time till, number of calls from Registered users to Registered user, Registered 
users to Non-Registered users, Non- Registered users to Registered user, Non-Registered users to Non-
Registered user, like others. 
Output: Graphical and Non- graphical reports 

 
d) Decisions Support System with various ratio analysis: 

Objective: Provide Suggestion to the management with reports    
Functionality: As per the report calculate the ratio for existing mobile users  
Input:  Frequency data, ratio values  
Output: Recommendation as a Text message  
 

Based on the above mentioned functional models the software is developed with the following specifications. 
a. The mobile user’s identity, call duration and related information is captured from base station server.  
b. The gathered data is represented according to clustering concepts.  
c. The clustered data is used to calculate the mean, mode of the base station utilization. 
d. The standard utilization for the particular instance aid to determine the base station accessibility using 

user accessibility and capacity ratio. The graphical representation is also generated for classified users.  
e. According to the ratio for different instance the decision support tool system aid for expansion or share 

ability of mobile network infrastructure. 
 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 
The designed algorithms evaluated with the available data from the mobile service providers. The network 

optimization process involves the observation of mobile user utilization of particular base station and the 
utilization of the mobile network. The number of users used and access the network for the network for the 
particular instance of time. The density determination process achieved through the observation of mobile 
utilization of particular base station. The observation is a part of Mobile network optimization. Various possible 
optimizations, the observed result and the comets are discussed. 

 
A. Optimization  
The established network utilization is called as optimization. The maximum utilization is not applicable then 

we can share the infrastructure with other service providers. If the existing infrastructure not able t provide the 
service to all required mobile devises then the expansion is required. 
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Networking process will be optimized the basic utilization of network and its effective service to the users 
from the service providers. The network service will be optimized not only the signal availability and also the 
utilization of network How the network optimization is achievable through with its different stages are described 
below.  

  
Table 5.1 Network Strategy 

 

The above stages are identified as part the optimization factors.  
 
B. Utilization level  
As per the observation of available data which is provided by the ISP, the utilization percentage of a base 

station represented here. The base station is selected in the border of metro city which is mostly adapted to share 
for the visitors and where shadow density occurs.  

 
C. Total call and Base station Service   
     Observation  
Two base station utilization data gathers and observed. Four base station data gathers and observed according 

to the classification. The four classifications gathered from the available data and its utilization across the 
network and transformation of call through data transformation. The call transfer contains the identification of 
ISP and the basic infrastructure with mobile device identification. The classification data as follows  

 

 
 

Table 5.2 Classified Data Summary 

 
 As per the observation, the urban base station utilized at the maximum level to their register user. The rural 

stations are used mostly by the registered users and shared with the registered visitors.  
 
D. Call Service and Percentage  

Base Station  Utilization
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Figure5.3 Base Station Utilization Vs Total Calls 

 

 The above graph represents the base station and number of calls passed in the duration of 30 days. The calls 
are observed with the initiation and closing of calls and counted as a as a single call. The duration is not 
considered for this observation. The majority of the calls are initiated and utilized with the registered clusters. 
Maximum numbers of urban users are utilized effectively in the available urban base station. The urban border 
and the rural base stations are used in an moderate level. The rural base station used is less when compared with 
other urban, urban border and rural border base station. The visitors and unregistered users also observed from 
the data for 30 days duration. The observation is as follows:  
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Figure 5.4 Base Station Utilization Percentages 

 
The above graph shows the utilization of base stations which is located one at urban, urban border, rural and 

rural border. From the above table the total number of calls and their attributes are manipulated using clustering 
algorithm and determine their originality of base station utilization and it is represented in it’s percentage. Out 
of  total number of calls  which is accessed from the particular base station,  the classification method drives on 
the differentiation of home registered users, visitor registered users , home non-registered users, visited non 
registered and others. As per the observation all the home registered users are utilizing their service from their 
own service providers. In the registered area they are not accessing other service provider’s support to provide 
any mobile service based on infrastructure but they are sharing the accessible technology on with another. 
Therefore in the above represented table home non-registered users are eliminated all the registered users are 
treated as home users and they had the privilege to access their own base station and supporting services from 
the registered service providers. 

 
The above table represents the percentage utilization of visitors and their attributes. Mostly, the users are right 

to access the same service provider’s base station while they are moving from one cluster to another cluster. 
Therefore, the visitor- registered users percentage is more compared with other mobile service accessors like 
visitor-non-registered and others. While they are moving from one cluster to another cluster the base station 
identifies the registered users initially then it moves to the associated registered users or collaborators. Therefore 
the number of users from the non-registered group and others accessing for the service station is less.  

 
E. Density determination of the base stations 
A base station has the capacity to handle specified number of mobile users at the instance of time. Over the 

30 days observation the server has faced the critical service situation twice due to the following reasons 
a. natural disaster 
b.  local festival  
 This observed data is gathered in the month of January .During this month local festival is celebrated at 

Tamil Nadu during these days the server managed with above its capacity level data transmission.  
 

 
Table 5.5 Critical Situation Calls 

 
The above table represents the number of calls handled at two different occasions by the urban, urban border, 

rural and rural border base stations. The call (1) represents the observation of 24 hour duration during the natural 
disaster flood occurred in Chennai. The call (2) is the 24 hour observation of local festival ( pongal ). 

 
F. Critical Situation Observation  
These two occasions the server faced the critical situation towards the data transmission between the mobile 

users. This critical situation occurs with the following factors: 
a. The numbers of mobile users try to access the servers above the capacity level. 
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b. More number of non-registered and outside users demands the service from the base station. 
c. The queue capacity is overloaded with the request of mobile devices. 
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Figure 5.6 Base Station Capacity Vs Calls 

 

This chart shows about the based station capacity and number of calls handled during the critical position. 
The base station can manageable to the specified capacity. The daily routine of mobile service users are 
increased day by day, the number of new users also increased every day according to the cluster. The number of 
users is increased but corresponding infrastructure is not expanded or added. Therefore the work load of the 
based station capacity level is increasing. The users are demanded the services, if the bases station able to 
management then we can provide the effective services otherwise the service efficiency will be reduce. 

 
G. Ratio calculation   
The base station capacity and the service capacity compared. The ratio of base station utilization has to be 

calculated as follows 
Base station Utilization ratio   =   Number of calls /     
Base station Capacity   
Base Station capacity    =  1048576 
Number of calls at the instance  =  1677722 
Base Station utilization ration  =  1677722 / 1048576 = 1.6  
The ratio is used to calculate to determine density and predicate the share ability and expandability of mobile 

base station. 

     
      Table 5.7 Call Ratio 

 
The above table represents the ratio of call service provided by different base station on the critical situation 

occurs.  
 
H. Density Determination  
The ratio vales are observed over the period of time and calculated according to the data represented in the 

server. Where the ratio level is above one then the base station required some attention to increase the capacity. 
Hence the frequent ratio variance occurrence due to the demand of service from other mobile service request. 
The service providers register users also increased day by day the specific service efficiency also expected to be 
increased. But the service providers are not necessary to expand or share to specify the clustering area of the 
users. The ratio value indicates that the urban and urban border base station only expected to be increased. The 
rural and rural border base station can be shared with other service providers. These scientific approaches of 
calculation lead the business infrastructure utilization and increase the efficiency according t6he mobile user’s 
utilization instead of Geographical specification.  
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VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
 
A. Automation of Base station Capacity  
This research work extends to determine the base station operational capacity and send the notification to the 

administrator to fix or share ability of service capacity to the mobile users. The number of users allotted and 
access and expand the service and regional based clustering can be used for further decision making tool. The 
base station indication used to fix the Queue handling process and fix the traffic control on the service request. 

 
B. Determination of Operational Share ability  
This research work initiated the thrust area to determine the new tool to share the assigned operations with 

other or near base station to provide the service to demanded mobile device. The routing process automatically 
divert by the controlling system to divert the unmanageable load to the near available service station with the 
automated software. This will provide the uninterrupted continuous standard quality service to the mobile users  

 
C. Determination and Success of the research  
This research work, the researcher observed the mobile station data flow and its operation based on the 

services. The gathered information represented based on the clustering model. The data classified and the 
cumulative result obtained for the calculation for determination ratio and density level. It is used to determine 
the decision for the management towards the expansion or Sharability of mobile infrastructure to the mobile 
users from the mobile service providers.  

 
D. Learning’s 
The researcher learned the concept of Mobile network architecture and its functionality. The researcher 

interacted with the mobile service providers and identified the demands of the mobile service users and services 
of mobile service providers. The research work leads to learn the technology and its real time implementation. 

 
CONCLUSION 

In this paper we highlight on mobile network concept which is related to density determination factors. This 
covers the concepts of GSM mobile network and its architecture which involves in determining the usage of 
mobile network cluster. 

    The determined factors are observed from the factors and the utilization of the data which leads the 
management to guide for the expansion or share ability of infrastructure integrated with available users and their 
service utilization. Thus, the Research Analysis aid as decision supporting tool for the management and initiated 
the interest towards the scientific approach of visualizing the real time day to day application. This is the starting 
point of the research to procure research method and its implementation. The technology learning and its 
application process will be the continuous process that leads the research activity to the next level determining 
the usage of mobile network cluster.  
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